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Abstract

An HMQC experiment is proposed, dubbed FHMQC, where water flip-back is achieved by a single water-selective
pulse preceding the basic HMQC pulse sequence. The scheme is demonstrated with a15N,1H-HMQC spectrum of
uniformly 15N/2H-labelledS. aureusDNA gyrase B with a molecular weight of 45 kDa for the unlabelled protein.
The sensitivity of the experiment is improved compared to that of an FHSQC spectrum. It is further shown that
the original FHSQC experiment can be shortened by the use of bipolar gradients. Relaxation times of different
15N magnetizations and coherences were measured. The new FHMQC scheme is implemented in 3D NOESY-
15N-HMQC and 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC pulse sequences which are demonstrated with a 24 kDa
fragment of uniformly15N/13C/2H-labelledS. aureusDNA gyrase B.

Introduction

HSQC (Bodenhausen and Ruben, 1980) and HMQC
(Müller, 1979; Bax et al., 1983) experiments are
the basic building blocks of many heteronuclear
NMR experiments correlating protons and heteronu-
clei which are coupled by a large one-bond coupling
constant. The two experiments differ by the type of
coherence precessing during the evolution time t1:
while heteronuclear antiphase magnetization evolves
in the HSQC experiment, mixed heteronuclear double-
quantum and zero-quantum coherence evolves in the
HMQC experiment. Consequently, the cross peaks
in a 15N,1H-HSQC spectrum of a uniformly15N-
labelled protein appear as singlets in the F1(15N)
dimension, whereas the cross peaks in a correspond-
ing 15N,1H-HMQC spectrum are broadened in the
F1(15N) dimension due to1H-1H couplings evolving
during the evolution time. On the other hand, for
an isolated two-spin system, the dipolar relaxation
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between the precessing spins becomes negligible in
an HMQC experiment in the slow motional regime,
where ω0τc � 1 (ω0: Larmor frequency;τc: ro-
tational correlation time), whereas the heteronuclear
single-quantum coherence evolving in an HSQC ex-
periment relaxes more rapidly (Bax et al., 1989).
Dipolar 1H-1H interactions, however, add a relaxation
source which is more important in the HMQC than in
the HSQC experiment (Swapna et al., 1997). Com-
parisons between the two schemes usually show better
sensitivity and resolution for HSQC than HMQC spec-
tra (Bax et al., 1990; Norwood et al., 1990). Finally,
water suppression (Messerle et al., 1989; Piotto et
al., 1992; Sklená̆r et al., 1993) and water flip-back
schemes (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993; Zhang et al., 1994;
Mori et al., 1995) are most readily implemented in the
HSQC experiment.

Recent advances in increasing the molecular
weight limit of proteins amenable to studies by high-
resolution NMR spectroscopy include perdeuteration
of the protein molecules. Significantly improved sen-
sitivity and resolution has been demonstrated for
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the remaining amide protons of uniformly15N/2H-
labelled proteins (Grzesiek et al., 1993; Yamazaki
et al., 1994; Venters et al., 1995; Nietlispach et al.,
1996). Since dipolar1H-1H interactions are much re-
duced for amide protons in a perdeuterated protein
and scalar1H-1H couplings are removed, a15N,1H-
HMQC experiment might be expected to yield signif-
icantly better sensitivity than a15N,1H-HSQC experi-
ment, provided that a water flip-back scheme is imple-
mented. This article presents a15N,1H-HMQC pulse
sequence, the15N,1H-FHMQC sequence, featuring
a simple but effective water flip-back scheme. An
improvement in sensitivity over the15N,1H-HSQC ex-
periment is demonstrated with a fragment of15N/2H-
labelled S. aureusDNA gyrase B (residues 1–405)
complexed to novobiocin. The complex has a mole-
cular weight of 48.5 kDa (45 kDa at natural isotope
abundance). As it turned out, the sensitivity advan-
tage of the FHMQC over the FHSQC experiment was
not due to decreased relaxation as demonstrated by
comparable line widths in both experiments. This was
confirmed by the measurement of the relaxation times
of different 15N magnetizations and coherences. The
new 15N,1H-HMQC scheme is implemented in 3D
NOESY-15N-HMQC (Marion et al., 1989b; Zuider-
weg and Fesik, 1989) and 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-
15N-HMQC (Frenkiel et al., 1990; Ikura et al., 1990)
experiments and this set of experiments is illustrated
with spectra recorded with a 24 kDa fragment of uni-
formly 15N/13C/2H-labelledS. aureusDNA gyrase B
(residues 1–234) complexed to novobiocin. Finally, an
improved version of the FHSQC experiment (Mori et
al., 1995) is presented.

Materials and Methods

Sample preparation
Uniformly 15N-labelled and>95% deuterated sam-
ples of the two N-terminal fragments ofS. au-
reus DNA gyrase B comprising residues 1–405,
SaGyrB(1–405), and residues 1–234, SaGyrB(1–234),
were expressed inE. coli strain W3110 adapted
to grow in a minimal medium containing 6.8 g/l
KH2PO4, 8.7 g/l K2HPO4, 1.0 g/l NaCl, 1.0 g/l
Na2SO4, 0.2 g/l MgSO4 · 7H2O, 4.0 g/l Na-acetate,
0.81 g/l15NH4Cl, 35 mg/l thiamine-HCl, 25 mg/l cit-
ric acid monohydrate, 5 mg/l FeCl3 · 6H2O, 0.5 mg/l
ZnCl2 · 4H2O, 0.5 mg/l MnCl2 · 4H2O, 0.5 mg/l
CoCl2 · 6H2O, 5 mg CaCl2, 0.25 mg/l CuCl2 ·
2H2O, 0.25 mg H3BO3, 0.5 mg/l Na2MoO4 · 2H2O,

0.5 mg/l NiSO4 · 6H2O and D2O. For the produc-
tion of 15N/13C/2H-labelled samples,13C2-acetate
was used which was deuterated to>90% by keep-
ing in D2O under argon at 200◦C for 4 days. The
medium was supplemented with ampicillin (100 mg/l)
for the production of SaGyrB(1–234) and with ampi-
cillin:kanamycin (100 mg/l:25 mg/l) for the produc-
tion of SaGyrB(1–405). The media were sterile filtered
(0.2 µm filter pore size) before use. The adapted
strains were grown in shaker flasks at 37◦C and
200 rpm until the OD550 was about 1.0–1.2. Portions
(1 ml) of these cultures were frozen at liquid nitrogen
temperature for storage. Each large-scale protein ex-
pression started by inoculation of 100 ml of medium
with one thawed 1 ml portion of culture. The resulting
pre-culture was incubated as above until an OD550 of
1.0–1.2 was reached. Production cultures were initi-
ated by inoculation of 50 ml pre-culture into 1 l of
medium. Protein expression was induced by the ad-
dition of IPTG at a concentration of 119 mg/l, when
an OD550 of 0.5–0.6 had been reached. After one
doubling time, the cultures were harvested by cen-
trifugation and the D2O was recycled for repeated use.
The procedure typically provided∼ 2.5 g of moist cell
mass per litre of medium.

The cells were resuspended in extraction buffer
containing 50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8.5, 1 mM Na2-
EDTA, 10% (w/w) saccharose, 0.05% NaN3, 5 mM
2-mercapto-ethanol, 25 mg/l DNAse I, 25 mM MgCl2,
2 mM PMSF and 5 mM diisopropylfluorophosphate.
The suspension was sonicated during 5 times 30 s
while kept in an ice bath, and 10% (v/v) glycerol
was added subsequently. Since a major fraction of
SaGyrB(1–234) appeared in inclusion bodies, the cells
from SaGyrB(1–234) growths were resuspended in
8 M urea in column loading buffer containing 50 mM
Tris/HCl, pH 8.5, 75 mM NaCl, 0.02% (w/w) NaN3
and 0.025% (v/v) Tween 20, the suspension was ho-
mogenized by short bursts of sonication, and the
protein was refolded (see below) before loading onto
a novobiocin affinity column. In both protein prepara-
tions, the cell debris was pelleted by centrifugation,
and the supernatant was filtered (0.2µm filter pore
size) and loaded onto an equilibrated novobiocin affin-
ity column. After loading, the column was washed
and equilibrated with column loading buffer, washed
again with a pH gradient (from pH 7.0 to 2.3 using
two glycine buffers) and re-equilibrated with column
loading buffer. The fragments were eluted using 8 M
urea in column loading buffer. Refolding was per-
formed by dialysis at 4◦C against refolding buffer
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containing 50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8.5, 75 mM NaCl,
5% glycerol, 0.1% CHAPS and 0.02% NaN3 in H2O.
After ∼ 12 h, the refolding buffer was changed
and dialysis continued for an additional∼ 4 h.
The denaturation-renaturation cycle ensured the2H-
1H exchange of nitrogen and oxygen bound protein
deuterons. Monomeric species were separated from
multimeric aggregates by gel filtration (superdex 75),
which also removed final traces of urea. Novobiocin
was added to enhance the stability of the samples by
inhibiting the self-aggregation of the SaGyrB frag-
ments. The NMR sample of SaGyrB(1–405) was pre-
pared at pH 8.6 by exchanging the buffer for 90%
H2O/10% D2O, 75 mM ammonium carbonate and
0.1% CHAPS by gel filtration (superdex 75), which
also removed excess novobiocin, and concentrating
to a final protein concentration of 0.7 mM by ultra-
filtration. The NMR sample of SaGyrB(1–234) was
prepared at pH 6.6. CHAPS, MgCl2 and (NH4)2SO4
were added to the solution at pH 8.6 to final con-
centrations of 0.1% (w/w), 6 mM and 0.14 M, re-
spectively, the pH was rapidly changed to 6.5 by
adding deuterated acetic acid and a final pH of 6.65
was adjusted using ND3. D2O (8% v/v) was added
and the sample was concentrated to a final protein
concentration of 1 mM by ultrafiltration. Ultracen-
trifugation of the samples at 350 000× g, and at 8◦C
for 0.5 h before placing them in NMR tubes was found
to increase the stability of the samples against precip-
itation. NaN3 (0.02% w/w) was present in the final
NMR buffers to prevent bacterial and fungal growth.
Yields were 50 mg and 9 mg of purified SaGyrB(1–
234) and SaGyrB(1–405), respectively, per litre of
minimal medium. The purity of the samples was as-
sessed by reverse-phase HPLC (absorption monitored
at 218 nm) and the monomeric content was verified by
gel filtration (absorption monitored at 280 nm).

NMR spectroscopy
NMR spectra were recorded at a1H frequency of
600 MHz on a Bruker DMX-600 NMR spectrometer
and processed using the NMRPipe/NMRDraw pro-
gram package (Delaglio et al., 1995). The time domain
data were multiplied by cosine or cosine-squared win-
dow functions before Fourier transformation to avoid
truncation effects.

Results and Discussion

FHSQC and FHMQC experiments
Figure 1 shows the pulse sequence of the FHSQC ex-
periment (Mori et al., 1995), our modified FHSQC
experiment and the FHMQC experiment. The main
differences between the original FHSQC experiment
(Figure 1A) and our modified version (Figure 1B) are
the omission of the gradients after the second and
before the third 90◦(1H) pulse and the use of bipo-
lar gradients during the evolution time t1. Omitting
the delays shortens the experiment, minimizing signal
losses due to relaxation of the longitudinal two-spin
order present during those delays. In the original FH-
SQC experiment of Mori et al. (1995), the gradients
(G2 in Figure 1A) serve to defocus the transverse
water magnetization to suppress radiation damping
during the evolution time t1 and to refocus it again
after t1. In this way, the following 90◦(1H) pulse
can flip the water magnetization back to the z-axis
and radiation damping is suppressed during t1 which
would otherwise compromise the water flip-back for
longer evolution times, leading to more scrambled wa-
ter magnetization after the Watergate sequence and
therefore increased saturation transfer to protein pro-
tons. The gradients must not be too strong to avoid
loss of magnetization by diffusion. In our modified
version of the FHSQC experiment, weak bipolar gra-
dients (Sklená̆r, 1995) are used to prevent radiation
damping during t1 (Figure 1B).

The water flip-back in the FHMQC experiment is
effected by a single selective 90◦ pulse applied to the
water magnetization with the same phase as the fol-
lowing hard 90◦(1H) excitation pulse. The inverted
water magnetization is subsequently flipped back to its
equilibrium position by the following 180◦(1H) pulse.
The gradient after the hard 90◦(1H) pulse prevents the
recovery of equilibrium water magnetization by radia-
tion damping. The protein magnetization defocused by
the gradient after the hard 90◦(1H) pulse is refocused
before acquisition by a second gradient of the same
strength and duration. A more intense gradient pulse
preceding the pulse sequence serves to defocus any
residual transverse water magnetization from previous
scans which could otherwise compromise the quality
of the water suppression.

On current 600 MHz NMR spectrometers, a single
gradient pulse suppresses radiation damping of in-
verted water magnetization for a time period of about
30 ms (Otting and Liepinsh, 1995a,b). Thus, the water
flip-back effected by the 180◦(1H) pulse is still good
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Figure 1. Pulse sequences of the original FHSQC experiment (A), a modified version thereof (B) and the fast HMQC experiment with water
flip-back (FHMQC) (C). The1H carrier frequency is set at the water resonance. Narrow (wide) rectangular pulses represent flip angles of 90◦
(180◦), and bell-shaped pulses represent selective pulses. All pulses, except where noted and the 3-9-19 selective pulse (Sklená̆r, 1995), are
applied with phase x. Pulsed field gradients are sine-bell shaped with a duration of 1.0 ms, followed by an eddy current recovery delay of
100µs. Bipolar gradients during t1 are rectangular. The States-TPPI scheme (Marion et al., 1989a) is applied to all15N pulses preceding t1
(Hammarström and Otting, 1994).τ = 1/(41JHN). (A) Original FHSQC experiment (Mori et al., 1995). Phase cycle:φ1 = x,−x; receiver
phase=x,−x. Gradient strengths: G1,2,3 = 3.5, 5.0 and 10.0 G/cm, respectively. (B) Modified FHSQC experiment. Phase cycle:φ1 = 2(x,−x);
φ2 =y,y,−y,−y; receiver phase= 2(x,−x). G1,2,3 = 1.5, 0.5 and 3.5 G/cm. (C) FHMQC experiment. Water flip-back is achieved by a single
selective 90◦ pulse. Same phase cycle as in (A). G1,2 = 15 and 2.5 G/cm.

for t1 values of about 60 ms. For longer t1max values
or systems with faster radiation damping (Talluri and
Wagner, 1996), the water magnetization is no longer
perfectly aligned with the z-axis right after the 180◦
pulse, but radiation damping during the residual t1
period helps to return the water magnetization to its
equilibrium position before the start of the acquisition
period t2. Alternatively, radiation damping during t1

could be suppressed altogether by the use of bipo-
lar gradients as in the modified FHSQC experiment
(Figure 1B).

It is an advantage of the FHMQC pulse sequence
of Figure 1C that the water-selective 90◦ pulse is
applied while the protein magnetization is in equilib-
rium. Thus, a relatively long, selective pulse (John et
al., 1992; Shen and Lerner, 1995; Mori et al., 1996)
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Figure 2. 15N-1H correlations recorded with a 0.7 mM aqueous solution of uniformly15N/2H-labelled SaGyrB(1–405) at 25◦C, pH 8.6, using
the experimental schemes of Figure 1. Recording, processing and plotting parameters were identical for all three spectra, usingτ = 2.5 ms,
t1max= 81.6 ms, t2max= 104.8 ms, a recycle delay of 1.2 s and a total experimental time per spectrum of 1.5 h. Broadband decoupling:15N,
1.14 kHz GARP (Shaka et al., 1985);2H, 1.25 kHz Waltz-16 (Shaka et al., 1983) during t1 and t2. (A) 15N,1H-FHSQC spectrum recorded with
the pulse sequence of Figure 1A. (B)15N,1H-FHSQC spectrum recorded with the pulse sequence of Figure 1B. (C)15N,1H-FHMQC spectrum
recorded with the pulse sequence of Figure 1C. The water-selective 90◦ pulse was shaped as an element in Seduce decoupling (McCoy and
Müller, 1992) and applied with a duration of 2.0 ms.
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Table 1. Overview of relaxation times T1,2 of different15N product operators in SaGyrB(1-405)

a Relaxation times T1,2 were determined by fitting the function I= I0 exp(−T/T1,2) to the signal intensities in spectra recorded with different
relaxation delays T. The listed T1,2 values are averages over relaxation times determined at six different1H chemical shifts in the ranges
7.4–7.8 and 8.6–9.0 ppm, avoiding signals from mobile residues. Standard deviations reflect the spread of the T1,2 values determined at the
different amide proton chemical shifts.

b Schematic representations of the pulse sequences used. Narrow (wide) pulses represent flip angles of 90◦ (180◦). Spin-lock pulses were
used with durations of 0.5, 1, and 2 ms. Unless otherwise noted, pulses were applied with phase x. Independently phase alternated pulses
are identified by a± sign. e denotes EXORCYCLE. The relaxation delay is labelled T or composed of n times the pulse element in square
brackets. Pulses in brackets were phase cycled together. Equally spaced relaxation delays were used: 0.001, 0.251,..., 2.001 s (Nz), 8, 16, ...,
56 ms (Nx), 1, 41, ..., 241 ms (NzHz), 1, 9, ..., 49 ms (NxHx).
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Figure 3. Pulse sequences of 3D NOESY-15N-HMQC (A) and 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC with water flip-back (B). The1H carrier
frequency is set at the water resonance. All pulses are applied with phase x unless indicated otherwise. Pulsed field gradients are sine-bell
shaped with a duration of 1.0 ms. The States-TPPI scheme (Marion et al., 1989a) is applied to all15N pulses preceding t1 (Hammarström and
Otting, 1994).τ = 1/(41JHN). (A) 3D NOESY-15N-HMQC. Phase cycle:φ1 = −φ2 = −x,−x,x,x; φ3 = 2(x,−x); receiver=x,−x,−x,x.
Gradient strengths: G1,2 = 15.0 and 2.5 G/cm. Quadrature detection in the indirect1H (15N) dimension is achieved by incrementing the phases
of all 1H (15N) pulses preceding the respective evolution periods according to the States (States-TPPI) scheme (States et al., 1982; Marion et
al., 1989a). With the1H carrier at the water resonance, the axial peaks appear at F1= δ(H2O), i.e. half the spectral region of the amide protons
can be folded without interference with axial peaks. (B) 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC. Phase cycle:φ1 =x,x,−x,−x; φ2 = 2(x,−x);
receiver=x,−x,−x,x. Gradient strengths: G1,2,3 = 4.0, 15.0 and 2.5 G/cm. Quadrature detection is achieved in both indirect dimensions by

States-TPPI applied to all15N pulses preceding the respective evolution times.

can be used without much penalty in sensitivity, allow-
ing the observation of cross peaks close to the water
resonance, provided that care is taken to suppress ra-
diation damping during the selective pulse (Otting and
Liepinsh, 1995a,b; Böckmann and Guittet, 1996). In
contrast, the selectivity of the Watergate schemes (Pi-
otto et al., 1992; Sklenár̆ et al., 1993) is limited by
the short time interval available in the reverse INEPT
step of the HSQC experiments, resulting in excitation
profiles with a relatively broad zero at the water fre-
quency and problems to observe amide protons close
to the water resonance. The widely used ‘3-9-19’ se-
quence (Sklená̆r et al., 1993) decreases the intensities
of amide proton resonances even at frequencies far
from the water resonance.

The pulse schemes of Figure 1 were tested with
a sample of15N/2H-labelled SaGyrB(1–405). As ex-
pected, the15N,1H-FHSQC spectrum recorded with

the modified pulse sequence of Figure 1B (Fig-
ure 2B) is most similar to the15N,1H-FHSQC spec-
trum recorded with the originally proposed pulse se-
quence of Figure 1A (Figure 2A). A quantitative com-
parison of the peak heights showed that the modified
FHSQC scheme afforded, on average, 1.09-fold higher
signal intensities, with a standard deviation of 0.13.

The water suppression in the15N,1H-FHMQC ex-
periment (Figure 2C) was not as good as in the
FHSQC spectra, but sufficient to allow a receiver
gain setting that did not compromise the sensitiv-
ity. Straightforward baseline correction completely
removed the dispersive wings of the residual water sig-
nal in the spectral region of interest. Figure 2C shows
that the signal intensities were improved for almost all
cross peaks, not only for resonances near 6.5 and 12
ppm which were incompletely refocused by the 3-9-19
sequence in the experiments of Figures 2A and B. On
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional slices from 3D NOESY-15N-HMQC
(A) and 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC (B) spectra recorded
with a 1 mM aqueous solution of uniformly15N/13C/2H-labelled
SaGyrB(1–234) at 35◦C, pH 6.6, using the experimental schemes
of Figures 3A and B, respectively. The slices were taken at
δ2(15N)= 123.9 ppm, showing the diagonal peak and cross peaks
of the amide group identified by a box in the spectra of Figure 2.
Experimental parameters:τ = 2.5 ms;τm = 200 ms; recycle delay
0.9 s. Broadband decoupling:15N, 1.14 kHz GARP (Shaka et al.,
1985);2H, 1.25 kHz Waltz-16 (Shaka et al., 1983) during t1 and t2;
13C, 1.0 kHz Seduce (McCoy and Müller, 1992) during t1, t2 and
t3. The13C carrier frequency was placed midway between the car-
bonyl andα-carbon resonances and the pulse train was modulated
by a cosine function for simultaneous irradiation of carbonyl and
α-carbons. The water-selective 90◦ pulses were shaped as an ele-
ment in Seduce decoupling (McCoy and Müller, 1992) and applied
with a duration of 2.0 ms. (A) 3D NOESY-15N-HMQC spectrum.
t1max = 23.3 ms, t2max = 27.2 ms, t3max = 104.8 ms, total
experimental time 46 h. (B) 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC
spectrum. t1max = t2max = 31.7 ms, t3max = 104.8 ms, total
experimental time 62 h.

average, the peak heights increased by more than 35%
compared to the FHSQC spectrum of Figure 2A, with
a standard deviation of 29% for 240 peaks evaluated.

The line widths measured in the15N dimension
of the FHMQC spectrum were comparable to those
measured in the FHSQC spectra, but not narrower.
Thus, the improved sensitivity seems to be more a
consequence of the fewer pulses present in the FH-
MQC experiment (Norwood et al., 1990; van Zijl
et al., 1996) than due to more favourable relaxation
properties during the evolution time t1. For a deeper

analysis, we measured the relaxation times of different
15N magnetizations and coherences.

15N relaxation measurements
The relaxation measurements were performed with
the 15N/2H-labelled sample of SaGyrB(1–405) under
the conditions used to record the spectra of Figure 2.
Relaxation rates were measured for longitudinal and
transverse15N magnetization, Nz and Nx, respectively,
longitudinal two-spin order NzHz, and two-spin coher-
ence NxHx, where N and H denote the spin operators
of amide nitrogens and amide protons, respectively,
and transverse operators are denoted as Nx and Hx
irrespective of whether they represent an x or a y
component in a Cartesian coordinate system. The mea-
surements were conducted as one-dimensional1H-
detected experiments, evaluating the signal intensities
in different regions of the amide proton spectrum as
a function of the relaxation delay. The signal intensi-
ties were fitted by single exponential decays, assuming
similar relaxation rates for different amide groups with
overlapping1H chemical shifts. The validity of this
assumption was supported by the fact that similar re-
laxation rates were obtained from different regions
of the amide proton spectrum. The only exception
was the spectral region between 7.8 and 8.6 ppm,
where the measured relaxation times were apparently
predominated by residues of increased mobility.

Table 1 gives an overview of the relaxation times
measured and the pulse sequences used. The ratio of
the 15N T1 and T2 relaxation times indicates a rota-
tional correlation time (Skelton et al., 1993) of the
SaGyrB(1–405) sample of about 23 ns. The relax-
ation times of NxHx coherences were measured in two
ways, once with a minimum number of 180◦ refo-
cusing pulses and once with a train of 180◦ pulses
providing a spin-locking effect on both15N and 1H
spins. Both measurements yielded similar T2 relax-
ation times which were shorter than for in-phase15N
magnetization Nx (Table 1). Antiphase (NxHz) and
in-phase (Nx) magnetization alternates during the evo-
lution time of the HSQC experiment, resulting in an
average relaxation time that is somewhat shorter than
that of pure Nx magnetization. Consequently, similar
line widths may be expected in HMQC and HSQC
experiments, as observed experimentally. Based on
the relaxation time of the longitudinal two-spin or-
der NzHz, one would predict about 2% improved
sensitivity for the shortened FHSQC scheme of Fig-
ure 1B compared to the original FHSQC experiment
(Figure 1A).
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3D NOESY-HMQC and 3D HMQC-NOESY-HMQC
experiments with water flip-back
The FHMQC experiment can readily be implemented
in 3D NOESY-HMQC and HMQC-NOESY-HMQC
experiments (Figure 3). The NOESY-HMQC pulse
sequence (Figure 3A) uses three water-selective 90◦
pulses, the first two applied with opposite phase as
the associated hard 90◦(1H) pulses, whereas the same
phase is used for the third selective pulse as for the
following hard pulse. In this way, the water magnetiza-
tion is in its equilibrium position during the evolution
period t1 and during most of the mixing timeτm, ren-
dering the pulse sequence suitable for use with short
mixing times.

The HMQC-NOESY-HMQC pulse sequence (Fig-
ure 3B) provides water flip-back already with a single
water-selective 90◦ pulse which is applied with the
same phase as the following hard 90◦(1H) pulse. The
water magnetization is longitudinal during the mix-
ing time τm, enabling the use of short mixing times.
As in the NOESY-HMQC sequence of Figure 3A, the
quality of water suppression is assured by an intense
gradient pulse during the mixing time.

Experimental spectra using the pulse sequences of
Figure 3 were recorded with a sample of15N/13C/2H-
labelled SaGyrB(1–234). Figure 4 shows slices from
the 3D NOESY-15N-HMQC spectrum (Figure 4A)
and the 3D15N-HMQC-NOESY-15N-HMQC spec-
trum (Figure 4B) containing the diagonal peak of the
amide group which appears in the15N,1H-HSQC and
HMQC spectra at the position marked by a box (Fig-
ure 2). The cross peak of this amide group is markedly
affected by the non-uniform excitation profile in the
HSQC spectra recorded with the 3-9-19 WATER-
GATE scheme (Figures 2A and B). In the 3D spectra
recorded with the HMQC scheme, intense cross peaks
can be observed with this amide group.

Conclusions

The HMQC experiment with water flip-back can be
performed with short repetition rate without much
penalty in sensitivity, because the water magnetiza-
tion is returned to its equilibrium position by the end
of the pulse sequence and not suppressed by satura-
tion. In analogy to the acronym FHSQC, we propose
the name FHMQC for the HMQC experiment with
water flip-back. The FHMQC experiment is more sen-
sitive than the FHSQC experiment for large, uniformly
15N-labelled, perdeuterated proteins. It is therefore

an attractive building block in multidimensional het-
eronuclear NMR experiments.
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